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Abstract: 

This paper focuses on the Vikram Seth’ narrative techniques, akin to Salman Rushdie 

who exploited the creative potential of English in a suitable Boy and Two Lives.  His 

assortment was greater, his locale was different, and his texture is denser.   In A Suitable 

Boy, family and home are at the center of a narrative but in Two Lives the focus was not 

on the extended Indian family.  In both A Suitable Boy and Two Lives Seth included his 

character either through fictional name as Amit Chatterjee in A Suitable Boy or the real 

presence in Two Lives.  Two Lives was the source material for his earlier book ‘A 

Suitable Boy’.  Reading Two Lives would be liable to alter the perception and 

understanding of A Suitable Boy but on the lives of two very different individuals.  Two 

Lives was a conditioning factor for the reading of A Suitable Boy and vice versa.  In A 

Suitable Boy and in Two Lives dialectic and German language has been translated into 

English.  Thus two lives and A Suitable Boy become a major wave of Indian and Asian 

globalised literature Seth alternates original and translated text and thus created 

heterogeneity.  

Keywords: Epitome, narrative technique, language, literature. 

 

Raja Rao exemplified the influence of English in Indian writing as: 

One has to convey in a language that is not one’s own the spirit that is one’s own.  One 

has to convey the various shades and omissions of a certain thought movement that look 
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maltreated in an alien language.  I used the word alien yet English is not really an alien 

language to us.  We are all instinctively bilingual, many of us writing in our own 

language and in English, We cannot write like the English we should not. We cannot 

write only as Indians.  We have grown to work at the large world as part of us (Agarwalla 

154). 

 It was Salman Rushdie, however, who in his Midnight’s Children successfully exploited 

the creative potential of the English speaker in the bazaars and homes in India.  The 

Independence of India in 1947, the separation of the country into two and communal riots the 

provided fodder to some artistic and intellectual writers to agitate some outstanding novels. 

Vikram Seth, akin to Salman Rushdie, exploited the creative potential of English in a suitable 

Boy.  His assortment was greater, his locale was different, and his texture is denser.  Seth, In A 

Suitable Boy used English through Chatterjee’s,  the Mehras, the Kapoors, the Nawabs, all 

belonged  to either highly anglicized society or upper or lower middle class society of the early 

fifties,  

Seth embraced the classical realist form.  His fictional practice was the  stark contrast to 

the magic-realist vein of Indo-Anglican fiction pioneered by Salman Rushdie Comparison with 

Salman Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children became inevitable due to the  contrast in treatment of the 

same theme: ‘post-Independence India as the subject and Indian family life as its vehicle’ (Gupta 

63).  Rushdie’s novels were moderate in character with his other work: Feverish, opinionated, 

and overwhelming.  Seth’s view was serene, cultured, concerned, and balanced.  Rushdie 

focused on elements that tore society apart, while Seth focused on the ones that bring society 

together, thereby aiming at a comprehensive unity of vision.  

 Seth had fabulous impact on his own literary texts and beliefs on his art.  And author 

acknowledged his literary authority, were from the wealth of earlier literature- Chaucer, the 

Elizabethans, the Romantics, the poetry of Hary, T’ang dynasty Chinese poets and so on 

the kind of books I like reading are books where the authorial voice does’nt intrude too 

much-nineteenth century novels, and some twentieth century novels as well.  They don’t 
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try to pull you up with the brilliance of their sentences as much as pull you into a world 

(Ragavan 24).  

Anita Desai has recommended that the tongues of young Indian writers had to be set free 

who wished to express the contemporary spirit but had not found an authentic and relevant way 

to.  The task of the Seth dedicated to Language was to reveal to reader his endless potentialities 

and to make him more mindful of the quality of his experience.  Ultimately, it was through the 

words that reader became aware of his knowledge for language.  He projected his wisdom 

beyond his own mind and it was the task that Vikram Seth has been fulfilling consciously and 

deliberately in this captivating new novels.   

Linking Two Lives and A Suitable Boy appeared in the historical family chronologies 

appended at the end of the one, which neatly parallel and balance the family trees that appeared 

at the beginning of the other.  In both Two Lives and A Suitable Boy multilingual aspects 

prevailed as the main issue.  In A Suitable Boy, Hindi, Bengali, Urdu and English interacted 

affirming a multilingual identity for India that parallel with multi cultural under Nehruvian 

polity.  Nevertheless, Two Lives was bilingual, both Shanti and Henny were equally comfortable 

with English and German.  They used them initially in public latter in their private life to 

communicate with each other.  They lost certain language skills our time.  Shanti was trilingual 

could speak English, Hindi, German but over time he lost his ability to Speak Hindi which could 

be been musty at ease for the first two decades of his life.  Henny was bilingual she spoke in 

English and German.  Whereas, Vikram Seth was multilingual namely Hindi, English, German 

and Chinese. 

In Two Lives, Hindi entered only marginally into play and referred that it was his first 

language.  

 When I began to speak, Amma (his grandmother) insisted that it be in Hindi and only in 

Hindi she herself was perfectly bilingual, but had decided that I would get more than 

enough English in England (TL,5) 
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 Shanti and Vikram Seth had to learn German in England for academic reasons.  Shanti 

had a parallel experience in Germany with Latin.  Both Seth’s learnt German thoroughly enough 

to understand, speak, read and write In parallel Henny’s English became good enough to enable 

her to deploy all four skills namely understanding, speaking, reading and writing with comfort.  

Little of Indian environment was set in the Two Lives Seth and uncle Shanti were attached to 

their Indian extended family.  “The western world including the inheritance of World War II and 

the Shoah interpreted for out times through Eastern (Indian) eyes” (Rollanson 4).  Although Seth 

was anglicized and Americanized he remained attached through Asian family values his 

continued knowledge of Hindi.   

In Two Lives Seth has indicated that his hyper maternal grandmother Chandra, The 

widowed Mrs Rupa Mehra in A Suitable Boy .His grandfather Raj, the railway engineer, was her 

much lamented husband  and his father Prem, a supervisor at the Bata shoe factory was Haresh, 

Lata’s suitable boy.  Lata was identifical with his mother, whereas, Lata was content as a teacher 

but Liela Seth aimed far higher and became a high court judge.  Thus like Two Lives , A 

Suitable Boy was purely biographical determinate  

The interaction arose between English and bhasha became Indian vernacular language.  

This English served to reprisal Indian national culture.  It become anchored to the Indian content. 

It was made to be the expressive vehicle for specifically national concerns.  Seth’s use of English 

in these two novels, have become part of a globalized postcolonial literary canon.  In A Suitable 

Boy the different languages were used in the sense of social idioms.  

For the tranformation of language into vernacular, national and global, the concept of 

translation was very useful metaphor.  The translations were from Indian language into English.  

This’ translation from Indian language represented the multilingual complexity of the Indian 

nation.  Different languages were circulated in the dialogues, or through free indirect discourse 

of characters who never spoke English as their first language.  For instances, English became a 

symbolic of Urdu, Hindi, Bengali, etc.  Therefore, the Indianism of A Suitable Boy was confined 

to the \upper or tower middle class society.  This Indianism helped Seth to analyze characters, 

their social norms and the local dialects mixed with that of Indian English to form Hinglish, 
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Bengalis.  Tanglish, and Urglish.  This was called code mixing, entailed the use of at least one 

item of English and one from a native language.  The Code mixing of Hinglish words and 

expressions in Standard English were noted in the following lines.   

Exams are coming up, Malatiji, and you are still buying novels?  Twelve annas plus one 

rupee four annas makes two rupees altogether (ASB 47). 

No English man will ever say “Exams are coming up, for “come up” meant “come to a place or 

position regarded as higher”  He would say: “Exams are approaching”.  The mention of annas 

gave  local colour, the period of 1951.  Mrs. Mahesh Kapoor, while referring to her husband, 

called him ‘Minister sahib’ or ‘Pran’s Father’ or ‘My this was all right’ (ASB 177).  In Seth’s 

usage of  Bengalish in his novel.  For instance, for ‘ghazal; a Bengali uttered ‘gojol’ (ASB 291) 

The use of Tanglish was associated with professor Jaikumar,  in the board of interview to 

select a reader in the Department of English, Brahmpur  University.   

…he has to teach yelementary prose and compulsory Yinglish.  It he is yinnately 

conscientious, he has no time for anything else (ASB 1272). 

We have no yexpress motivation for writing writing. Writing is yitself discovery...  

Yexplication is yexploration (ASB 1273)   

With the Indian interaction with Mushims, Urglish was born.  For Instance ‘chhote sahib’ 

(ASB 102), the ‘Nawab sahib’ ASB (271) and ‘Huzzor’ (ASB 271) were used.  Saeeda Bai’s 

ghazahs form a part of Urglish in A Suitable Boy.  The English language of A Suitable Boy for 

example by aspiring to a pan Indian representative which transcended  religious, cultural and 

linguistic differences, found  its truest voice in the third person omniscient narrator.  Seth’s usage 

of English was also unique.  Only in A Suitable Boy Seth examined the language.  All the other 

works of Seth employed flawless English but being an Indian subject, a tale written in perfect 

English would not be convening.  India had adopted English with every local dialect.  Thus was 

no longer spoken as a queen language except by the elite class in society.  Thus the 

communication is not only through the language of English but Urudu, Hindi, or even Bengali. 
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 The English language of ‘A Suitable Boy’ acted as a secularizing, and occasionally 

homogenizing medium for the heterogeneous Caste and religious idioms, when articulated in 

English, had to be approached religion and cultural traditions which were  represented within it.  

In ‘A Suitable Boy’ when the poet Amit chatterji reads from his work to the Brahmpur literary 

society, a woman in the audience asked him “why is it that you do not write in Bengali, your 

mother tongue?”  The text continues: His answer was that “Bengali was not good enough for him 

to be able to express themselves in the manner he could in English” and Amit adds, “Even 

Sanskrit came to India from outside” (ASB 1369). 

As Daga comments  

The technique of narration becomes especially significant in evaluating a 

writer like Vikram Seth.  Seth’s fits,  starts, deviation and long spells of 

silence characterized him as a writer.  Creating writer was a welcome relief - 

a diversion from a dreariness of academic research in him creative career he 

hopped one medium to another.  Each time he forayed into creative field, he 

emerged with varying success (Daga 101). 

 

A Suitable Boy could be called ‘The Great old Fashioned Novel’ (Narayan 7).  

Chronological time was followed scrupulously.  The narrative was in the third person, The novel 

was opened with the grand occasion of Savita’s wedding and ends in the morning after Lata’s 

wedding.  The nineteen parts each longer than the usual of a novel dealt with the demarcated 

parts of the story.  A Suitable Boy was notable for the sustained comedy.  He built up, with 

minute details, a complete realistic version of life in India.  He sticked to the third person and the 

past tense throughout this 1349 pages long novel.  There was no use of interior new monologue 

and the historical present tense to made the events more vivid.  Few dialogues were presented in 

the form of drama.  Each part of the novel deals with a separate branch of the story but there was 

no abrupt jump from one part to the next.  Characters which played a minor part in one chapter 

were developed more fully in the next.  The opening chapter was set in Brahmpur. 
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Amit Chatterjee was an alter ego of Vikram Seth in A Suitable Boy.  Like Seth, he was a 

novelist.  He told Lata while working for his first novel,  

It spots, and grows and spreads, and drops down branches that become trunks or 

intertwine with other branches.  Sometimes branches die sometimes the main trunk dies, 

and the structure is held up by the supporting trunks (ASB 483). 

The banyan tree was an apt metaphor for the structure of A Suitable Boy.  The primary trunk is 

the story of Lata, and her mother’s effort to find a suitable boy for her.  Many other branches of 

the novel developed, and became trunks in their own right.  The panoramic novel was immensely 

rich in such stories, which gave its dense texture.  Another suitable metaphor for the structure of 

this novel is a Hindustani classical music was rendering of a raag.  Amit himself mentioned at a 

part in Calcutta, when Lata said the she like classical music “ 

I’ve always felt that the performance of a raag resembles a novel or at least the kind of 

novel I’m attempting to write you know, he continued, extemporizing as he went along, 

first you take one note and explore it for a while, then another to discover its possibilities, 

then perhaps you get to the dominant, and pause for a bit…(ASB 394) 

The main story of Lata constituted the main plot, which had been dealt steadily.  The 

novelist retured to the main story repeatedly like a fork dancer returning to the center of the 

circle after completing a particular step.  The plot was compared to a lotus in which petals were 

held together by a center.  Carefully constructed public celebration like the one Holi, Deepawali 

and Moharram were lividly described by the narrative skills have been used to narrate the plot.  

He used dramatic skill to describe an emotional situation with tense.  He used pictorial and 

scenic narrative to describe mammoth social and cultural gatherings. 

 In A Suitable Boy, Seth has used generalized narrative in the aim of presenting a 

panoramic vision of people and places.  History at its background, he used these entire devices to 

comment on prevalent situation or a specific character, keeping the reader’s interest alive in the 

mammoth plot.  Vikram Seth confessed his distrust of brilliance in technique or language.  
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I admire the Victorians and clear writers in general, those who try to portray the lives of 

other people, rather than those who try to emphasize technique and their own particular 

finesse in the use of language (Narayan 11). 

They were simply presented, and by the force of their clarity and empathy, they kept the reader’s 

unflaggingly interest.  This was Seth indisputable achievement in his novels.  Seth did not 

develop each character because of the vast expanse of the novel.  Each character was 

conventionally drawn and “come to us extremely well equipped with easily recognizable 

characteristics” (Bemrose).  Seth did not explore his characters to their full potential, not staying 

with any character long enough to render the character unforgettable.   

His chief interest was the narrative.  It was for this reason that A Suitable Boy worked 

more as an extremely interesting period documentary than as a novel.  Thus according to 

Nilanjana S.Roy who says “with all its flaw, A Suitable Boy is more captivating than more 

technically perfect novels that followed in its wake for it offers that most old fashioned of all 

qualities- charm” (Roy).  There are several plots and sub-plots.  Those subplots helped the main 

plot to stand on a firmer footing.  Although many plots were extendable, they were the vehicles 

for Seth’s meditation on life.   

Seth relied on the historical material of the period and fashioned the tale the attempts to 

include every facet of the multi-faceted Indian reality.  In ‘A Suitable Boy’, the style was never 

conscious or overbearing.  The novel has been written with the quiet and unobtrusive style.  Seth 

had attributed to his own taste and beliefs.  Every setting in the novel was reproduced in its 

social and demographic entirety.  For instances, the wedding of Lata and Savita’s, the Pul – 

Mela, the raising of the Shivlingam and the religious festivities.   

The literary tradition Seth has inherited was essentially western the mammoth novel was 

narrated in the third person.  There were inter-twinning of lives and relationships for eighteen 

months.  Individuals and families were connected by an imaginary north Indian city Brahmpur.  

The guiding throat was a young woman’s search for a husband.  Seth’s narration not only 

explored  the Indian society of the post Raj period in its multiple political, religious, cultural and 

communal ramification , but also raised a wide stimulating range of issues rotating to various 
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aspects of language and communication. A Suitable Boy has been called “the longest single-

volume novel ever published; in English” (Roberts 23)  

The very strong documentary character of Two Lives raised certain issues of 

documentation by Selecting, adapting, translating and interpreting the textual evidence was also 

an act of situating himself and them in the world according to certain ethical parameters.  He 

interpreted west, to both the western and Eastern readers with a confidence and authority that 

Asian and an Indians  were no longer considered themselves as subordinates.   

 Vikram Seth’s own responsibility of accuracy was especially acute in the contest not 

only of documentation but also of translation, since he was translating much of the material 

neither into not out of his native language, but into his second language English and German.  

Seth’s awareness of this trend and his conscious spurning of it were what made his work so 

accessible.  He placed great prominence on clarity and on the directness of utterance.  Seth has 

experimented with different genres.  Seth wrote as the muse took him different genres were a 

spontaneous unfolding of his adjustable talent rather than lucubrated attempts at diversity.  He 

counters with  

The fact is that at different stages of his life and under the influence of different 

inspirations, he wrote different things. He further says in his, poetic way: 

The wish to write about is such a rare and mysterious feeling that it is pointless to 

preempt or constrain it by notions of subject or geography or genre […].  For good or ill, 

one must take one’s visions as they come and be thankful for those that survive (Sharma 

15). 

There was no doubt that with his technique, both inherited and innovative, and his 

refreshing attitude towards the creative process Seth has transformed the literary arena and 

dazzled both the East and the West as a writer with intense guarantee.  The diversity and range of 

Seth’s work made him mysterious.  The Novel, Two Lives has been divided into five parts 

shifting from past to present and present to past.  Each part has been  inflated with several short 

chapters spreading pearls of life, hope and survival memory generated action in his memoir. 
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 When I was seventeen I went to live with my Great uncle and great aunt in England. He 

was Indian by origin, she German.  They were both sixty I hardly knew them at the 

time…  (TL 3) 

Later Vikram Seth presented their lives with realism in the historical context.  The novel 

possessed over whelming descriptions of their bitter life-experience memories especially during 

the Second World War. Two Lives was an epistelatory novel.  Here letter technique afforded 

Vikram Seth’s unlimited scope for analyzing of character and motive.  Almost half of the story 

had been recounted in a series of letters written by different characters.  Love proposed of Shanty 

to Henny, contemporary history, politics, education, and Nazi vehemence discussed through 

letter.  Love was shared between aunt Henny and Herr Wolffsky about her mother Era and Sister. 

Wolffsky states that, 

 Lola’s many skills-linguistic, stenographic, and statistical made her of truly 

indispensable use.  Alas, one wonders to what use these skills were eventually put.  (TL 

214) 

 

The theme of travel was so elemental.  Vikram Seth traveled from one place to another 

because of travel he learned so many languages. As a part of his compassionate reality, Seth has 

attentively explored the problem of language, both from the point of view of technique and as an 

index of human behavior.  since language was at once the foundation and the product of social 

intercourse,  it cannot be separated from the medium of personal and academic experience. Without 

such experience, physical, mental, and emotional, to give them content, words were simply empty 

sounds.  Shanty in Two Lives faced the same critical condition during his oral German-exams of 

medical dentistry: 

“For his exam in histology, there was an outside examiner. Shanty was shown a slide of a 

few cells, “what do we have here asked the professor  ‘Milch’, replied Shanthi, at which the 

professors face redden only after seeing the diagram that Shanty had drawn did the mollified 
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professor say, oh, I see, you ‘re a foreigner. You meant ‘Milz’, not ‘Milch’. Shanty had 

mixed up the words for milk and spleen (TL 86) 

 Shanty found himself at sea while knowing Latin a pre requisite to preclinical.  He 

hired one of the best professors of Latin at the university but failed having no fundamental 

knowledge of Latin.  He bought a box of chocolates for a young typist in the ministry and 

begged her to from his petition in proper German to appear into Latin supplementary exam. 

Seth creates his pathetic experience here along with humorous threads (TL 88). 

But Shanti gained a sound knowledge of German in due course. The novel may 

affirm a small window to a German language.  With Two Lives, we are faced with a text 

which is mostly biography but partly autobiography; Seth narrates the two lives of Shanty 

and Henny, variously separate and intertwined but provides first person information about 

himself, and his relationship with them and the background to his own writing process for 

both Two Lives and A Suitable Boy. The ‘Vikram Seth’ emerging from the text is both the 

narrator of the story and a character within it. 

Shanty and Henny were in no way famous before this book appeared and they were known to the 

world.  This would be true to some degree of any competent first person narrative, but because 

Shanti, as protagonist, was a man drawing himself inward and apart from others, because, the story 

unfolded, through the third person method of narration.  Thus, Seth narration was there different.  

Two Lives has been narrated in the third and first persons in grammatically Standard English, with 

peppering of translated, German and Latin.  The novel has been narrated party in the first person and 

party in the third people method of narration. For instances,   As the narrator’, author narrated his 

own life story in the first person along with the life sketch of his uncle and aunty,  Sr. S.B. Seth and 

Henny Gerda Caro two lives providing some details of his whole Indian family juxtaposed in the 

third person. 

The Times of India, declared,  

He (Seth ) has proved, if proof were heeded, after his Chinese odyssey in print and ‘An 

Equal Music, that he is possibly the most international’ of India’s literary success stories.  
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Seth…Just happens to be Indian by birth and breeding; his literary sensibilities are 

European.  This book could easily have been written by a European” (Roll 63).   

It was a non-fictional narrative.  The narrative was set in Germany and England.  It chronicled 

the lives of Seth’s own kin during the second two thirds of the twentieth century.  The novel ran 

to 503 pages, which were plentifully illustrated with photographs of Vikram Seth’s family.  The 

text-as history was the main characteristic of the book.  It raised the complex crises concerning 

the relationship between tent and history the personal life of Seth and Shanti ran parallel to the 

history Germany.   

The narrative in Vikram Seth’s own voice was intermingled with the Substantial numbers 

of letters and original documents.  Most of the document was in English, and the other was 

translation done from German many illustrations have been simultaneously juxtaposed in 

photographic form.  According to Seth, “a globalised Indian, Viewing the modern world through 

a prism that may be multicolored that is, ultimately made in Asia” (Rollason 71) 

In A Suitable Boy, family and home are at the center of a narrative but in Two Lives the 

focus was not on the extended Indian family.  In both A Suitable Boy and Two Lives Seth 

included his character either through fictional name as Amit Chatterjee in A Suitable Boy or the 

real presence in Two Lives.  Two Lives was the source material for his earlier book ‘A Suitable 

Boy’.  Reading Two Lives would be liable to alter the perception and understanding of A 

Suitable Boy but on the lives of two very different individuals.  Two Lives was a conditioning 

factor for the reading of A Suitable Boy and vice versa.  In A Suitable Boy and in Two Lives 

dialectic and German language has been translated into English.  Thus two lives and A Suitable 

Boy become a major wave of Indian and Asian globalised literature Seth alternates original and 

translated text and thus created heterogeneity.  
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